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Abstract A very significant component of the collect ion of gold jewellery in the By zantine Museum of Athens consists
of the Mytilene Treasure fro m the island of Lesbos. Despite the importance of the Mytilene Treasure, one of the most
significant hoards of the 7th century A.D. fro m the Aegean area, no previous systematic study has been dedicated to it since
its discovery in 1951, except for b rief entries in exh ib ition catalogues [Chalkia, 2008]. The presence of Gemstones among
the artefacts, set us the question of their mineralog ical identity. The samples which we study are the following BXM_875,
BXM_872, BXM_178a, BXM_178b, BXM_873a, BXM_873b. The Raman spectroscopy measurements made in t he
Laboratory of Physicochemical Analysis of By zantine & Christian Museum. The references on Gemstones in Byzantine
literature are many and helpfu l[Stocchi M.,2009]. Theophrastus of Eressos mentions that exist a kind of false
emerald[Caley, 1956]. In Christian Era Ep iphanios of Cyprus is described in his text emeralds [Ep iphanii Cypri, 4
cent.A.D.]. Another interesting reference is the book of Damigeron (1rst cent. A.D.) which includes a description of
emerald[Tahil, 2005]. In By zantine Era Michael Psellus (11nth c. A.D.) in his text De Virtutibus Lapidorum made a
reference on emerald. In accordance to our experimental results: the BXM_872 contains nine real emeralds, the circular
amu let BXM_ 875 is a blue g lass with an addit ion of lapis lazuli, the earrings BXM_178a,b with the b lue stones are not
sapphires but they are possible a kind of glass paste and the earrings BXM_ 873a,b are g reen glass.
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1. Introduction
A very significant co mponent of the collect ion of gold
jewellery in the Byzantine museum of Athens consists of the
Myt ilen e Treasure fro m th e island o f Lesbos, Greece.
Despite the importance of the Mytilene Treasure, one o f the
most significant hoards of the 7th century from the Aegean
area, no previous systematic study has been dedicated to it
since its d iscovery in 1951, except for b rief ent ries in
exhibit ion catalogues[1]. The presence of the gold jewellery
in the hoard is a strong ind icat ion that this co llection of
objects b elonged to a wealthy family and no t to so me
Christian church, as was once maintained[2]. So me of the
pieces, on account of their s mall size, seem to have been
worn, not by adults, but by the children of the family. As in
the Greco-Ro man world, so in the Byzantine civ ilizat ion,
jewellery was not used simply fo r ornament. According to
its value and type it could be a means of displaying wealth or
social status, but it could also be talismanic. For example,
the small gold disc (BXM_875) decorated with a cross (in
the front side of the amu let is the cross and in the back
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side the cavity within the inclusion of the blue material)
would have been worn on a chain round the neck not just to
declare the owner's Christian faith but also to protect him or
her fro m ev il. The presence of gemstones among the
artefacts set us the question of their mineralogical identity.
The samples which we study are the following: (BXM_875),
(BXM_872), (BXM_873a ), (BXM_873b), and the
(BXM_178a), (BXM_178b) not from the Mytilene Treasure,
but from the main collection of Byzantine Museum. The
Raman measurements were obtained in the Laboratory of
Physicochemical Analysis of Byzantine & Ch ristian
Museum. The main purpose of the present research work is
to identify by the using of a non destructive technique, such
as Raman Spectroscopy, the coloured stones fro m the
Museum Co llect ions. The most ancient scientific work,
described minerals and rocks , had written by the pupil and
successor of Aristotle, in Lyceu m, Theophrastus from
Eressos. In the treatise, On Stones (315 B.C.), Theophrastus
said that exist a kind of false emerald and a kind of melted
lapis lazuli like glass paste[3] and give us more details on the
manufacture of kyanos chytos as a product similar to the real
thing (probably natural lapis lazu li), but wh ich became after
firing. In On Stones 55: those who write the history of the
Kings of Egypt state which King it was who first made fused
kyanos in imitation of the natural kind; and they add that
kyanos was sent as tribute from Phoenicia and as gifts from
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other quarters, and some of it was natural and some had
been produced by fire as translated by Caley (1956). So me
inscriptions that have recently been discovered support the
statement about the gifts and tribute of kyanos that were sent
to Egypt, though they do not say that they came fro m
Phoenicia. They say that tribute in the form of both natural
and imitation lap is lazuli was sent by certain Mesopotamian
rulers to Egyptian Kings[3]. In one of these inscriptions, for
example, it is recorded that the ruler of Assur sent as tribute
to Tuthmosis the 3rd three large lu mps of genuine lapis lazu li
and three pieces of "blue stone of babel," which was
apparently an imitation. So the problem of the nature of lapis
lazuli dated since the antiquity. We don’t know, how the
ancients (Egyptians or Greeks) were testified the authenticity
of a real lap is lazuli stone. The references of gemstones in
Byzantine literature are many and helpfu l[4-5]. In
proto-Christian Era Ep iphanios of Cyprus (4 cent. A.D.)
describes in his text The 12 gemstones on the breastplate of
the high-priest Aaron and among these the emerald[6]. The
specific term of emerald is now but a general trade
designation, for various green precious and semi-precious
stones and not, in the jewellery trade. The use of a general
non mineralogical term such as smaragdos (for emerald) in
antiquity was to characterize more minerals except the real
beryl’s variety emerald. Another earlier interesting reference
on the power of gemstones is the book Virtutibus Lapidorum
of Damigeron (1rst cent. A.d). Th is book includes
descriptions of emeralds and lapis lazuli, in accordance to a
different point of view, because this text belongs to a non
scientific tradit ion of Orpheii Lithica[7]. A thousand years
later in By zantine era M ichael Psellus (11th c. A.D.) in his
text de De Virtutibus Lapidorum made valuable regarding on
emerald and sapphire respectively[8]. The case of a kind of
manufactured lapis lazu li’s like material, such as noted for
the first time by Theophrastus of Eressos is a new
technological question. Would be prepared by the ancient
metallurg ists, using fire techniques, an artificial analogue to
the natural lapis lazuli or not? And if this hypothesis was real,
how can we decide on the nature of these two materials, the
natural one, and on the other hand the artificial? The addition
of natural lapis lazu li in a blue g lass related with this
hypothesis and how?

2. Experimental Results and Discussions
Raman spectra obtained by a portable spectrometer
(Rockhound 785n m DeltaNu) and were recorded in the range
of 200 – 2000 cm-1 . we examined the optical propert ies of
these artifacts using Raman spectroscopy, with a high
resolution of 10 cm-1 and low signal to noise. This is a
light-scattering and non-destructive technique which allows
for the identification[9] by co mparing a spectrum to a
mineral database of the RRUFF-Pro ject[10]. All the Raman
analytical results have been normalized by baseline program.
The first question was about the identification of the 9 green
stones, if they are real emeralds or not. We made Raman

measurement to testify the stones on the necklace
(BXM_872), and additional measurements fro m the
(BXM_873, BXM_875) respectively. We used the Orig in
Lab. Program to present our analytical results. In the case of
the necklace (BXM_872) (see fig.9) the spectra lines of the
nine green stones overlapping each other, and testified as
natural emerald in accordance to the comparison (see fig.3)
to the reference Raman spectra fro m a natural emerald fro m
Pakistan (Swat Valley) of RRUFF Database[10]. These
bands are the so-called main Raman bands of emerald, in
which bands around 321-325 cm-1 , 395-398 cm-1 and
683-688 cm-1 have been assigned to ring vibrations by all
investigators[11-15]. About the investigation of provenance
of emerald the evaluation o f o 16 to o 18 is a helpful technique
for further research in the future[16]. The golden earrings
(BXM_178a, BXM_178b) wh ich not included in Mytilene
Treasure were testified (see fig. 8) as blue g lass and not as
natural sapphire (table 1). We observe the similar v ibrations
which belongs to the presence of lap is lazuli at 530 cm-1 and
547 cm-1 (table 1). The spectra of fig.2 show the difference
between our analytical Raman results to the Raman spectra
of natural sapphire fro m Sri Lanka[10]. The go lden amu let
(BXM_875) with the blue included material in the middle,
identified as a glass with addition of Lazurite[17]. We have a
data bank of natural mineral samples of lapis lazuli fro m
different localit ies of Afghanistan. The component of the
blue material in the golden amulet (BXM_ 875) possibly
came fro m the region of Regi mine (Northern Afghanistan).
This hypothesis needs the contribution of one more
technique for supporting, such as μ-XRF to investigate some
trace elements as fingerprint of its geological provenance.
We took 2 measurements fro m the object BXM_875 (see
fig.4) in this case the characteristic strong peak appeared at
the region of 1315 cm-1 which is corresponded to the peak at
1313 cm-1 of silicon bond of lapis lazuli[18-19]. We have
the well known informat ion on the case of lapis lazuli’s
imitation, by fire process, since the Hellenistic period
(Theophrastus of Eressos 4th c B.C.). This kind of blue
material, with the addition of natural lapis lazuli, is proofed
with the application of Raman spectroscopy by two different
researchers: one sample dated in the second century A.D.
fro m southern Poland[20] and the other from Iran which
dated in the midd le of 14th c. A.D.[21-22]. These papers
clarified that the lapis lazu li had played a ro le of opacifier
material of the glass. The ancient glassmakers invented this
method, as mentioned by Theophrastus, to imitate the
original rock, because a common cobalt blue glass has a
different hue to the real lapis lazuli and different
transparency. Our analytical Raman results from the amu let
of Krat igos of Mytilene (7th c. A.D.) cover the absence in the
chronological gap, between the first written reference by
Theophrastus and the later archaeological remains , which
studied by Philippe Co lo mban and Susanne Greiff
respectively. The investigation of the technique of sintering
of a blue material relative to lazurite above of a cobalt blue
glass is open to experimental archaeology. We propose that
the Art of Chymeutiki (Berthelot and Ruelle 1888)[24] in
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Byzantine era possibly related to the creation of a lapis
lazuli’s analogue material. The characteristic Raman peaks
at 530 cm-1 [17] and 1315 cm-1 in the sample (BXM_785)
(see fig.4) identified as lazurite, after co mparison to the data
fro m bib liography (table 1). On the other hand the material
of the amulet (BXM_875) (see fig.7) is not a natural rock,
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because of the existence of the gas holes in its body. The
experimental results of the golden earrings (BXM_873a,
BXM_873b) (see fig.6) not g ive us a positive
characterizat ion, because of the strong fluorescence (see
fig.1).

Table 1. Raman Measurements values from the Treasure of Byzantine &Christian Museum -1in comparison-1. with data from bibliography. The sample
BXM_872 is identified as Emerald because it presents the characteristic peaks for this at 323 cm and 686 cm . The sample BXM_875 appears a phase of
Lazurite behaviour at 530 cm -1 , and another peak at 1315 cm -1 which is well known as a peak of Lazurite in 1313 cm -1 in comparison with a geological
sample from the Mine of Regi (Afghanistan). We also observe a comparable Raman behaviour of the samples BXM_178a,b, for Lazurite presence
Samples

Raman shift cm -1

BXM_873a
BXM_873b

Strong Fluorescence
Strong Fluorescence
280, 299, 312, 333, 374, 392,
430, 456, 467, 486, 531vs, 552,
564, 578, 618, 644, 663, 729,
763, 810, 833, 868, 895, 923,
943, 967, 1030, 1053, 1074,
1085, 1107, 1125, 1144, 1159,
1170, 1200, 1222. 1241,
1289 cm -1
229, 267, 296, 331, 375, 395,
425, 444, 463, 496, 513, 524,541,
570, 603, 624, 654, 673, 685,
707, 726, 740, 757, 774, 789,
819, 851, 881, 898, 927, 964,
1020, 1048, 1079, 1094, 1108,
1134, 1168, 1200, 1213, 1225,
1243, 1275, 1291, 1305 cm -1

BXM_178a

BXM_178b

BXM_872(1-9)

323, 686 cm -1

BXM_875

530, 1315 cm -1

Data from
Bibliography
530 cm -1
547 cm -1
1313 cm -1
Lazurite
Raman
Bands after
Colomban and
Greiff and Clark
530 cm -1
547 cm -1
1313 cm -1
Lazurite
Raman
Bands after
Colomban and
Greiff and Clark
321-325 cm -1
395-398 cm -1 and
683-688 cm -1
530 cm -1
547 cm -1
1313 cm -1

Conditions

Excitation
Wavelength and
Power
785nm 120mW
resolution 10cm -1

Figure 1. Raman spectra of the green stones of the earrings BXM_873a, BXM_873b. The strong fluorescence not allowed identifying the material
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Figure 2. Raman spectra of the golden earrings BXM_178a, BXM_178b with the blue stones in comparison to the natural corundum (blue sapphire from
Sri Lanka) from the RRUFF Databse

Figure 3. Raman spectra of an emerald sample from Pakistan (RRUFF) and the green stone from the necklace BXM_872_2 of Byzantine Museum.
The behaviour of the spectra is very similar and at the region of 323 cm -1 and we observe the equal characteristic band
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Figure 4. Raman spectra of the golden amulet BXM_875_1,2 with the blue fragments inside, in comparison to a geological sample of lapis lazuli from Regi
mine of Afghanistan. We can observe the characteristic peak at 530 cm -1 for lapis in the sample BXM_875-1, additionally the main characteristic peak at
1315 cm -1 for all the spectra curves

Figure 5. The necklace BXM_872 with the nine green stones of the Byzantine and Christian Museum
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Figure 6. The golden earrings BXM_873a,b with the green glass from the Byzantine Museum

Figure 7. The golden amulet BXM_875 with the blue glass-like fragments inside

Figure 8. The golden earrings BXM_ 178a,b with the blue beads which had previously referred as sapphires
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Figure 9. All the Raman spectra of the nine green stones from the necklace BXM_872 are setting in comparison with each others. We have the
characteristic Raman bands at the two areas of 323cm -1 and 686 cm -1

3. Conclusions
The application of Raman spectroscopy is a rapid and
successful technique to investigate gemstones; additionally
the non destructive character of th is method is the only way
to resolve problems on archaeological objects. We apply
Raman spectroscopy to testify 9 green stones on the necklace
(BXM_872) the green beryl, excepting in its colour, is the
same mineral as aquamarine. One of the rarest of gems is a
flawless emerald-hued beryl[23]. In accordance to our
experimental results: the golden necklace (BXM_872)
contains nine natural emeralds; the circular golden amu let
(BXM_875) includes a blue glass which contains lazu rite as
opacifier. Another reason of the presence of lazurite in blue
glasses probably related with a mag ical pract ice. The
observation that lazurite was used as a pig ment in a glass flu x
on vessels fro m Ro man period context sheds a new light on
the development of the manufacturing techniques of
enameled glasses in antiquity[20]. The as yet earliest
evidence for its application in a high temperature p rocess
seems to fall into the 13th century with a lazurite rich s lip
under a cobalt glaze on an Iran ian ceramic ewer (Colo mban
2003). Our experimental result for (BXM_ 875) is an
evidence for the use of lazurite in By zantine Emp ire as an
opacifier agent on enameled glass, at the 1st decade of 7th
century A.D. The golden earrings (BXM_178a,b) with the
blue stones are not sapphires, but they are possible a kind of
blue glass with an addition of lazurite (see table 1) and the
golden earrings fro m Mytilene Treasure (BXM_ 873a,b) are
green glass.
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